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Cell-free DNA has been used for fetal rhesus factor and sex determination, fetal aneuploidy screening, cancer
diagnostics and monitoring, and other applications. However current methods of using cell free DNA require
amplification, which leads to allelic dropout and bias especially when starting with small amounts of DNA.
Here we describe an amplification-free method for sequencing of cell-free DNA, even from low levels of starting
material.We evaluated thismethod in the context of prenatal diagnosis of fetal aneuploidy and compared it with
a PCR-based library preparation method as well as a recently described method using unique molecular identi-
fiers (UMI). All methods performed well, however coverage was increased by the amplification-free method
and GC-induced biaswas reduced by both the amplification-freemethod and the UMImethod. Future diagnostic
applications including whole genome sequencing of cell-free DNA will benefit from amplification-free
sequencing.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The use of fetal cell-free DNA (cfDNA) to assess fetal sex and Rhesus
factor status is already a common practice. The next non-invasive
prenatal diagnostics that might enter clinical practice on a large scale
is assessment of chromosomal aberrations. This is a long awaited
improvement since the current methods (amniocentesis and chorionic
villus sampling) carry with them a certain risk for miscarriage. Accurate
tests of fetal trisomy 21 status are already available commercially in
some parts of the world, including USA and China. However these
tests have only guiding value, and are not used as a definite diagnostic
tool [1], since tests of trisomy 21 status need to be extremely accurate
in order to be accepted diagnostically [2], especially if they are to be
used as screening tools. A fundamental limit to the use of cell-free
DNA in diagnostics is that it derives from the placenta, and there is a
non-negligible risk that the placental genotype differs from the
embryonic. In the future, cell-free DNA may be used for the detection
of more complex or smaller genetic aberrations, such as microdeletions,
amplifications and single-nucleotide mutations. These future applica-
tions place even stronger demands on the quantitative accuracy,
whole-genome coverage and minimal error rate of cell-free DNA
sequencing methods.

The main problem in detecting fetal genetic aberrations from
maternal cell-free DNA is that the fetal content of cfDNA is low com-
pared to the maternal background. 10% has been reported as a median
value [3], and current methods have a cut off rate of minimum 4%
fetal content for performing the analysis [4]. Fetal content of cfDNA
has also been shown to correlate negatively with maternal weight [4],
so one of the reasons for low fetal cfDNA content is simply dilution.

Although PCR-based protocols for DNA sequencing work fairly well
for cell-free DNA, they include a step of PCR amplification which
introduces a bias [5] due to unequal amplification of chromosomal
regions and alleles [6]. As a result, some chromosomal regions may be
lost (primarily those that are AT rich) and secondary structures, GC
content, fragment length and local repeats may all prevent detection
of specific parts of the genome such as single-nucleotide variants,
short indels and larger microdeletion syndromes. Another problem
related with PCR-based protocols is that the number of duplicate
reads increases, which increases costs and lowers mapping rate [7]. An
ideal sample preparation protocol for prenatal noninvasive diagnosis
should avoid introducing bias, cover the entire genome uniformly, and
be applicable to the small amounts of cell-free DNA that can be obtained
by routine blood sampling.

We adapted a protocol [8,9] developed for sequencing of archaic
DNA to sequencing of cell free DNA for non-invasive prenatal
karyotyping. The protocol was modified in several ways to allow for
amplification-free library preparation.
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Another way to nearly eliminate PCR bias is to use uniquemolecular
identifiers [10–14]. This method, where each molecule is made unique
either by adding a degenerate barcode or by diluting the sample before
amplification, corrects for most types of bias, including sequencing
errors and quantitative bias. In the context of cfDNA shotgun sequenc-
ing we [14] have shown that unique molecular identifiers can nearly
eliminate amplification bias; however those previous results used
unrealistically high levels of fetal DNA, and thus did not explore the
performance of UMIs when fetal DNA is highly diluted.

2. Results

2.1. An amplification-free library preparation protocol for cell-free DNA

Cell-free DNA has unique properties: it consists of partially single-
stranded, short DNA fragments, typically in the range of 160–200 bp
[15]. We adapted a previously published protocol [8,9] originally
developed for ancient DNA, which has similar properties. This protocol
is based on efficient single-stranded adapter ligation, and thus works
on any single-stranded DNA. We optimized the protocol to eliminate
the PCR amplification step, and thereby reduce bias. Several important
changes to the protocol were introduced to reduce input DNA require-
ments and eliminate PCR: (1) P1 and P2 adaptors are introduced
directly by ligation and not in the PCR step. (2) The P2 adaptor contains
a four base pair long degenerate overhang, which blocks ligation of the
P1 adaptor directly to the P2 adaptor that would otherwise constitute a
large part of the final library (especially when using a low input
amount). (3) The stringency wash temperature was also set to 35 °C
for the same reason. (4) The yield of the samples will typically be well
below the threshold of sequencing according to standard Illumina
protocols. A custom denaturation protocol was developed, that makes
more efficient use of the available sample while still resulting in fully
populated sequencing flowcells.

Fig. 1 shows an outline of the method. The different steps are
discussed in more detail in the Supplementary methods.

2.2. Amplification-free sequencing of clinical prenatal cell-free DNA samples

The amplification-free library preparation was evaluated on clinical
samples. 31 samples were sequenced, four were used as controls and
15 had one or more chromosomal aberrations. All autosomal trisomies
were correctly classified (Fig. 2). However, surprisingly, for the sex
chromosomes, sample number 3 was classified as XY, contradicting
the results of QF-PCR, which indicated a XXY genotype: Fig. 3a shows
the copy number values per chromosome for sample 3. The sample
appears to be a trisomy 18–XY where the increase of reads on chromo-
some 18 is closely matched by a similar decrease of reads on chromo-
some X, as would be expected. To understand this discrepancy, we
obtained genomic DNA from fetal lung and examined it for aneuploidy
both by array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and by
amplification-free sequencing. In both cases, these tests confirmed a
mosaic nature of the genomic DNA, where around 30% of the cells had
sex chromosomes XY and 70% had sex chromosomes XXY (Fig. 3b and
c). Fetal cfDNA is thought to originate from placental or fetal tissue [1]
but unfortunately no placental tissue was saved for this donor. Consid-
ering themosaic nature of the fetus it is plausible that the XY profile ob-
served by amplification-free sequencing of cfDNA accurately reflected
the genomic status of the placenta, rather than being a technical error.

All other trisomy samples and the healthy controls were correctly
classified by using Z-score statistics (shown in Fig. 2b).

2.3. Comparison between the different library preparation methods

To get an estimate of how good a library preparation method is,
variance in read density between bins can be measured. For this pur-
pose Coefficient of Variation was used (CV, standard deviation divided

by the mean, methods). CV was calculated for the different methods
before normalization, after normalization, and after normalization and
loess local regression (Fig. 4a–c). For the amplification-free and UMI

Fig. 1. General outline. Step 1: The cell-free DNA is denaturated and dephosphorylated.
Step 2: A biotinylated linker is added and ligated to each cfDNA molecule. The linker
and cfDNA molecule complex is immobilized to a streptavidin bead. Note that the linker
is abundant, and hence a large number of linkers will not be ligated to a cfDNA molecule.
Step 3: The first adaptor, which is single stranded and comprise of a random nucleotide
overhang, a part that is complementary to the linker, and the Illumina P2 adaptor, is intro-
duced to the sample. The adaptor is extended by a polymerase and creates a double
stranded complex. Step 4: The second adaptor is introduced to the sample. The second
adaptor is double stranded and the lower strand contains a 5 prime phosphate, and the
upper strand contains a 3 prime dideoxy nucleotide. The second adaptor is ligated to the
double stranded complex. Note that the second stranded adaptor cannot ligate to an
empty, non-ligated linker. Step 5: The strands are dissociated and the free non-bound
strand is collected for subsequent sequencing.
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methods, the variance was reduced compared to the PCR-based
method, which was expected due to the lower bias produced by these
methods. The amplification-free method still showed some bias com-
pared to the UMI method (Fig. 4d). This may stem from bias in the
bridge amplification step during sequencing, which is corrected for by
the UMI method but not the amplification-free methods. Other sources
of bias may be in the stringency wash step in the amplification-free
method. After normalization and loess, all methods approached the the-
oretically lowest possible CV (i.e. the limit of purely random sampling).

Neither the amplification-free method nor the UMI method
outperformed the PCR-based method in terms of CV after normaliza-
tion, even though the GC bias created by those methods was lower
(Fig. 4a and d). We hypothesize that this is because the bias produced
by amplification was very reproducible, at least for GC content (Fig. 4d
Standard vs standard), and thus could very efficiently be removed by
normalization. All three methods performed very close to the theoreti-
cal limit, confirming their accuracy in the context of chromosomal
copy number detection.

2.4. Reduction in GC bias and increase in genome coverage by
amplification-free library preparation

Although all methods were equally accurate in calling chromosomal
aberrations, certain applications require full and unbiased coverage of
specific genomic regions. If such a region is lost during amplification,
it cannot be rescued by normalization. PCR is known to amplify mole-
cules with average GC values better than molecules with extreme GC
values. To investigate potential losses as a function of GC content, we
plotted the log read count against the GC content of those reads for
the amplification-free method and the PCR-based method (Fig. 5a). All
reads on chromosome 1 from the PCR-based library preparation meth-
od were combined and compared to the combined reads from the
amplification-free samples. The samples were trimmed so there
would be an equal amount of reads from each: 6.7 million reads on
chromosome 1, which is slightly more than 1× coverage. The PCR-
based method recovered almost no molecules with a GC content less
than 12%, while the amplification-free method recovered low GC
content molecules reasonably well. To see how this difference in
recovery affected coverage, the difference in coverage between the
combined amplification free and PCR-based samples was plotted
against the variation of GC content from the average along chromosome
1 (Fig. 5b). In regionswhere the GC content for a 1Mbpwindowwas 5%
less than average, the amplification-free method showed a 5–10%
higher coverage. The coverage statistics are summed up in Table 2.

3. Discussion

We have developed a new library preparation method that allows
for amplification-free sequencing of cell-free DNA. There are a number
of amplification-free library preparationmethods, but to our knowledge
none of them work on the small amount of DNA that can be extracted
from cell-free DNA. Also these methods are developed for genomic
DNA and take double stranded DNA sequences as input material,
while our method is developed for prefragmented cell-free DNA
and takes single stranded DNA as input material. Examples of
amplification-free library preparationmethods are Illumina's amplifica-
tion free protocol that requires 1 μg of input DNA, and Kozarewa et. Al.
method [7] that requires 500 ng input DNA. Our amplification-free
method can be used on small quantity input DNA – 50 ng can be

sufficient for generating around 400 million reads – and have the
same benefits as other amplification free protocols: it reduces GC bias,
increases coverage, maintains strand information and can be used
not only on cfDNA but also genomic DNA, as we showed when we
sequenced fetal lung genomic DNA.

We have compared the amplification-free method with another
method developed in our lab, the UMI method, and to a PCR based
library preparation method. Table 3 shows a summary of advantages/
disadvantages.

We envision that the different methods will be useful in different
situations. When there is a need for extremely accurate sequencing
and both PCR and sequencing errors need to be corrected for, UMI is
the method of choice. An example when this is needed is in targeted
sequencing of mutations in leukemia residual disease [13]. The
amplification-free method would be the method to use when coverage
is important, when partially degraded input material is used, or when
there is a need of low bias sequencing combined with low cost and
scarce material. Applications where this could be useful include whole
genome sequencing and sequencing of formalin fixed paraffin embed-
ded (FFPE) material. The PCR-based method has benefits in terms of
time to prepare samples, robustness and ease of use.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Materials

A clinical evaluation of the amplification-free method was done on
31 samples. Whole blood was collected from pregnant women that
had received a positive CUB (combined ultrasound and biochemistry)
score. 10 ml blood was collected from each mother and the tube was
centrifuged shortly after blood collection. The plasma layer was
transferred to fresh tubes and stored in −20 °C until the time for DNA
extraction.

Cell-free DNA was extracted from 4 ml plasma using the
QIAsymphony DSP Virus/Pathogen Kit on the automatized
QIAsymphony RGQ system (Qiagen), using a custom script supplied
by the manufacturer.

15 donors carried a fetus with one or more trisomy chromosome,
and 16 donors carried healthy fetuses. 4 of the 16 samples with healthy
fetus were used for normalization. These samples are called the “ampli-
fication-free” samples.

For comparison, cfDNAwas extracted from twomorehealthydonors
andwere subjected to an amplification based library preparation proto-
col. These samples are called “PCR-based” samples.

The UMI sample was prepared from genomic DNA from a mother
and a male with trisomy 21 as previously described [14], with the
difference that it was mixed with 95% maternal DNA and 5% fetal
DNA. These samples are called “UMI” samples.

The studies were conducted with permission from the regional
ethics committee at Karolinska Institutet and the patients gave written
consent to participate. All datafileswere deposited to the sequence read
archive.

4.2. Amplification-free method Library preparation for cell free DNA

4.2.1. Dephosphorylation, heat denaturation and single-stranded adaptor
ligation

Libraries were prepared in a PCR free room. 17.1 μl cell free DNAwas
mixed with 4.8 μl CircLigase II 10× Reaction buffer (Epicenter), 2.4 μl

Fig. 2. Fetal karyotype inferred fromamplification free sequencing ofmaternal cell freeDNA.A)X-axis represents chromosomes 1–22 andX,Y-axis represents apparent chromosomal copy
numbers. Each dot contains reads from a window with a constant read number of 100,000 in the control sample. The shaded areas represent expected and unexpected deviations in
chromosome copy number. The purple shades represent trisomy deviations. The orange shades represent X chromosome deviations due to male pregnancy. The red shade represents
erroneous deviation. Only sampleswith one oremore aneuploidies are shown B) Plot showing z-scores for chromosomes 13, 18 and 21. A cut off of z= 3was used to identify aneuploidy.
Red dots represent fetuses with one of the trisomies, blue dots represent fetuses that have a normal karyotype for that chromosome.
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50mMMnCl2 (Epicenter) and 0.3 μl RNAse Cocktail (Life Technologies)
in a 200 μl PCR strip (Starlab) and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min in a
thermocycler. 0.6 μl (1 U) FastAP (Thermo Scientific) was added and
the mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 5 min and then at 95 °C for
2 min. The reaction mix was placed immediately in on ice. 0.6 μl (1 U)
FastAP was added one more time and the mixture incubated at 37 °C
for 10 min, then 75 °C for 10 min and finally at 95 °C for 2 min. The re-
action mixture was immediately placed in on ice. 19.2 μl 50% PEG-4000
was added together with the oligo 1 μl “Linker 1” with a concentration
of 10 μM. The reaction was mixed by vortexing and 2.4 μl CircLigase II
(Epicenter) was added to the tube and the reaction was incubated at
60 °C for 1 h. The samples were put on ice and 2.4 μl 1% Tween-20
was added.

4.2.2. Immobilization of ligation products on streptavidin beads
20 μl MyOne Streptavidin C1 (Life Technologies) beads were

washed twice with 200 μl 1 × BWT + SDS (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 1mMEDTA, 0.05% Tween). The beads were resuspend-
ed in 150 μl 1 × BWT + SDS. The reaction mix was heated to 95 °C for
2 min and then immediately put on ice. Then the reaction mix
was centrifuged and the beads were added to it. The mix with
the beads was rotated for 20 min at room temperature, then the
supernatant was removed, and the beads were washed once with
200 μl 0.1 × BWT + SDS (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0,
1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween-20, 0.5% SDS) and once with 200 μl
0.1 × BWT (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05%
Tween).

4.2.3. Primer annealing and extension
The supernatant was removed and the beads were resuspended in

17 μl reaction mixture containing 12.75 μl water, 2 μl Thermopol buffer
10× (New England Biolabs), 1.25 μl of each dNTP (10 mM) and 1 μl of
“Fill-in block primer” 100 μM, and incubated at 65 °C in a thermal cycler.
The mixture was immediately chilled on ice, and then 3 μl (24 U) Bst
DNA polymerase, large fragment was added. The reaction was incubat-
ed by ramping the temperature from 15 °C to 37 °C at a speed of 1 °C/
min and then holding at 37 °C for 5min. The beadswere kept in suspen-
sion bymixing or vortexing at least one time during the incubation. The
supernatant was discarded, and the beads were washed with 200 μl
0.1 × BWT + SDS. The beads were resuspended in 200 μl stringency-
wash (0.1× SSC buffer (Sigma), 0.1% SDS), and incubated at 35 °C for
3 min in a thermal cycler, then chilled down to 4 °C. The stringency
wash and incubation were repeated two more times, and then the
mixture was washed with 200 μl 0.1 × BWT.

4.2.4. Removal of 3 prime overhang
The beads were resuspended in 19 μl reaction mix containing

15.75 μl water, 2 μl Tango buffer 10× (Thermo Scientific), 0.25 μl
Tween-20 1% and 1 μl each dNTP 10 mM. 1 μl (5 U) T4 DNA polymerase
(Thermo Scientific) was added and the reaction was incubated at 25 °C
for 15 min in a thermal cycler. The supernatant was discarded and the
beads were washed with 200 μl 0.1 × BWT + SDS, resuspended in
200 μl stringency-wash, incubated at 35 °C for 3 min in a thermal cycler
and then washed with 200 μl 0.1 × BWT.

Fig. 3. Confirmation of karyotype of donor 3. Arrows point at chromosomes called aberrant. A) Copy numbers measured by amplification free sequencing of cell free DNA from donor.
B) Copy numbers measured by amplification free sequencing of DNA from lung tissue of the fetus from donor 3. C) Copy numbers measured by comparative genomic hybridization of
DNA from lung tissue of the fetus from donor 3.
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Fig. 4.No difference betweenmethods after normalization andGC correction. For each sample 1 to 5million readswere randomly extracted. X-axis represents increasing number of reads,
Y-axis represents the CV value calculated from the variation of the number of reads per 1 million base pair bins within each sample. The blue line denotes the standard sample, the green
denotes the UMI sample, the purple lines denote the amplification free samples and the red line denotes the theoretical best CV value based on pure sampling error. Note that only am-
plification free samples containing 4 million or more mapped reads are included. A) CV value before normalization; B) CV value after normalization; C) CV value after normalization and
Loess regression. D) Difference in observed versus expected GC content by chromosome. Light colors, sample compared to ideal genome sequence. Dark colors, two samples compared to
each other. Green, standard sample preparation. Blue, amplification-free sample preparation. Red, UMI sample preparation.
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4.2.5. Blunt end adaptor ligation
The beads were resuspended in 14 μl of a reaction mix containing

9.5 μl water, 2 μl T4 DNA ligase buffer 10× (Thermo Scientific), 2 μl
PEG-4000 50%, and 0.5 μl Tween-20 1%. 2 μl Blunt-end index-Adaptor
100 μMwas added and the reactionwasmixed thoroughly by vortexing.
4 μl (5 U) T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific) was added and themixture
was incubated at 25 °C for 1 h in a thermal cycler. The beads were kept
suspended by gently mixing at every 20min during the incubation. The
supernatant was discarded and the beads were washed with 200 μl
0.1 × BWT + SDS, resuspended in 200 μl stringency-wash, incubated
at 35 °C for 3 min in a thermal cycler and then washed with 200 μl
0.1 × BWT.

4.2.6. Elution
A stock solution of 0.1 M NaOH and another stock solution

containing 0.1 M HCl diluted in a special hybridization buffer (Standard
Illumina hyb buffer HT1 and 5 mM Tris pH 7,6) were made. 10 μl 0.1 M
OH and 10 μl 0.1 MHCl weremixed and the pHwas checkedwith a pH-
stick. The amount of HCl stock solution was varied until a satisfying pH
(7–8) was reached. The beads were resuspended in a mix of 10 μl 0.1 M
OH and 10 μl EBT. The beads were mixed by pipetting and the reaction

was incubated 5 min at room temperature. 20 μl of denatured template
was transfered to a tube on ice containing X μl of the HCl stock solution,
where X was the amount decided from the pH testing. 20-X μl cold
Illumina HT1 buffer with 5 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 were added to the
mixture. pH was checked again and should be around 7–8.

The concentration of each sample was checked with KAPA library
Quant (KAPA Biosystems) and pooled. Note that the samples at this
point are denatured and diluted and thereby already ready to put on
the Illumina Sequencing machine. The concentration of the samples
varied, the average was 165 pM (+-394).

4.3. UMI sample library preparation

The UMI sample was prepared from genomic female DNAwhere 5%
genomic DNA was added from a boy with trisomy 21. As a control only
the female genomic DNA was used. The samples were prepared with
enzymatic fragmentation, adaptor ligation and PCR as previously
described [14]. The PCR reactions were run 17 cycles with Phusion HF.
The samples were aliquoted before PCR, aiming to obtain ~10 million
UMIs. The actual number of UMIs was 8.6 (151 million reads) for the

Fig. 5.Amplification-freemethod recoversmoleculeswith lowGCcontent. A) Read coverage as a function ofGC content. The Y-axis represents normalized log reads for chromosome1. The
X-axis represents bins of GC content. First the normalized log reads were calculated in bins of 1 percental unit in size and then the average value of three bins were used for the plot. Blue
line, ideal chromosomal DNA. Red line, amplification-free library preparation. Green line, PCR-based library preparation. The X-axis denotes the chromosomal GC content per window
subtracted with the average GC content of chromosome 1. The Y-axis denotes the fraction of bases covered per window for the amplification free method subtracted by the fraction of
bases covered by the PCR based method.

Table 1
Sequencing information.

Sample Mapped
reads
(million)

Unique
positions
(million)

Mapped
reads/unique
positions

Standard 41.7 39.1 1.07
Standard control 41.5 37.9 1.10
UMI 256 13.1 19.5
UMI control 151 8.6 17.6
Amplification free (average) 4.5 4.5 1.01
Amplification free (range) 1.7–10.4 1.7–10.3 1.00–1.01

Table 2
Comparison of coverage between the amplification freemethod and the standardmethod.

Ampfree all
samples

Standard and
standard control

Reads 6.8 M 6.8 M
Positions 6.5 M 6.1 M
Number of bases covered 151 M 144 M
Bases covered per read 22.3 21.3
Total bases covered of chromosome 1 60.5% 57.7%

All information in Table 2 comes from chromosome 1 only.
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control sample and 13.1million (256million reads) for the sample with
spiked in trisomy DNA.

The 5 prime genomic position of each mapped read was used as the
UMI. Table 1 shows the number of reads and UMIs for the different
samples. The libraries were intentionally made from a small aliquot
and sequenced until all molecules were observed multiple times to
improve precision and accuracy of the UMI method.

4.4. PCR-based library preparation

To compare the new methods with a normal library preparation
method one sample and one control were prepared in the same way
as the UMI sample (using the NEBnext kit for Illumina library prepara-
tion) but without taking an aliquot before PCR. The DNA used was cell
free DNA from a mother with a male fetus. As a control cfDNA from a
mother with a female fetus was used.

4.5. Amplification-free sequencing data analysis

The samples were sequenced with 43 to 45 bp length, but all
sampleswere trimmed down to 43 bp length. Since themapping should
be done with no mismatch and only uniquely mapping reads the
alignment could be speeded up by extracting all possible sequences
with 43 base pairs from the hg19 genome. These were mapped back
to the same genome with bowtie allowing for only uniquely matching
sequences. The resulting sequences then constituted a database against
which the sample reads were matched. In the database the GC content
for each possible read was retained and extended to in total 167 base
pairs, which has been shown to be close to the average length of a cell
free DNA fragment [15,16].

Of the 31 amplification-free samples sequenced four samples with
healthy female fetus were chosen for normalization. Windows with a
constant number of 10,000 unique reads and variable number of base
pairs were created from one of the normalizing samples, and then
average number of unique reads from all the four normalizing samples
were counted within each window. For each sample the number of
reads and the average GC content were counted for each window. The
number of reads per window was centered around one, based on the
average number of reads per window on all chromosomes with the
exception of sex chromosomes, potential trisomy chromosomes 13, 18
and 21, and chromosome 16 and 19 that sometimes showed unregular
number of reads. Loess was used to correct for residual GC bias and was
calculated based on the number of reads and the average sample GC
content per window, and implemented through the R package “loess”
with a smoothing parameter of 0.3. To exclude outliers the 10%
windows with lowest and highest number of normalized reads were
removed.

4.6. Comparison between methods

All samples were mapped against the database created earlier with
only uniquely matching fragments. The genome was divided into one
million base pair bins, and each sample's reads were counted within
each bin. Coefficient of Variation was used for comparison and was cal-
culated on all bins in the genome except for bins in the chromosomes
with a potential aberration (chr 13, 18, 21, X and Y). Chromosomes 16

and 19were also excluded since the amplification-freemethod showed
deviating results for these chromosomes, especially chromosome 19. CV
was calculated on unique reads, after normalization and after normali-
zation and loess (Fig. 4a–c)

4.7. Statistical analysis

Z-score has been used in a number of publications to determine
trisomy status for chromosomes with massive parallel sequencing
data for cell free DNA [17]. Since the sample size was small and the
trisomy status was known beforehand, the mean and standard devia-
tion for the population for the chromosomes of interest (13, 18 and
21) were taken from all samples known not to be a trisomy for that
particular chromosome. For our samples a Z-score of 3 could distinguish
between the true trisomies and the healthy controls (Fig. 2b). Z-score
for the X chromosome was not calculated due to limited number of
female fetuses.

4.8. QF-PCR analysis of aberrant sample

The sample was analyzed with quantitative fluorescence–polymer-
ase chain reaction (QF-PCR) for detection of aneuploidies involving
chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X and Y. DNA was extracted directly from
fetal lung tissue, and the extraction was performed using the InstaGene
Matrix protocol (Bio-Rad), and analyzed using a QF-PCR panel for the
investigation of fragment length of specific short tandem repeats
(STRs) as previously described [18]. Four specific STRs on chromosome
13 (D13S305, D13S634, D13S628, D13S742), five on chromosome 18
(D18S386, D18S391, D18S499, D18S535, D18S978), four on chromo-
some 21 (D21S11, D21S1270, D21S1411, D21S1435), seven on the X
(AMELX, DXS981, DXS996, DXS1187, DXS1283E, P39, XHPRT), three
on the Y chromosome (AMELY, DYS448, SRY), and one STR present on
both the X and Y chromosomes (X22) were included in the analysis.
The analysis results were analyzed using GeneMapper Software 5 (Ap-
plied Biosystems).

4.9. Array analysis of aberrant sample

One sample showed discordant result between the amplification-
free method and the QF-PCR analysis. This sample was further analyzed
with a 180 K oligonucleotide array with evenly distributed whole-
genome coverage (Oxford Gene Technology). The DNA sample from
fetal lung tissue and a pooled reference DNA from ten healthy males
(Promega) were fluorescently labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 (Enzo Life Sci-
ences), respectively. Themicroarray glass slides were scanned in a 3 μm
resolution microarray scanner. The scanned image files were processed
and checked for quality control (QC) metrics using Feature Extraction
software version 10.7.3.1 (Agilent Technologies), in accordance with
the guidelines from themanufacturer. Analysis of copy number variants
(CNVs) was performed using the CytoSure Interpret Software, version
4.1.9 (Oxford Gene Technology) with data aligned to the human
reference sequence GRCh37/hg19.

4.10. Comparison of genome coverage between the amplification-free
method and the PCR-based method

Since the samples for the amplification-free method were se-
quenced with a shallow read dept (around 5 million molecules), the
samples were pooled for the comparison of genome coverage. Similarly
the PCR-based sample and control were pooled for this analysis.
Chromosome 1 was used as a model chromosome and all genome
coverage calculations were done on this chromosome. 6.7 million
molecules mapped to chromosome 1 for the PCR-based sample,
and therefore 6.7 million molecules were used from the pooled
amplification-free samples for a fair comparison.

Table 3
Comparison of benefits using different library preparation methods.

Ampfree UMI Standard method

Near perfect quantification Yes Yes Yes
Uniform genome coverage Yes No No
Correction of PCR bias Yes Yes No
Correction of sequencing errors No Yes No
Strand information Yes No No
Relative reads required 1× 10× 1×
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